
Iron Age Shoes 
By skymring in CraftFashion


Introduction: 

 

I learned to make these by using my own foot as a template. Therefore, all the 
measures given here are highly approximate. If your foot diverges a lot from mine 

(European size 39, long and narrow/slender), some sewing experience might 
come in handy. That said, there's no reason to be too specific in making these. As 
you can see, the 'laces' can be loosened or tightened to fit, and the basic idea is 

really very simple. 
The photo here shows my own, good old shoes, made in 1997. I always use them 
with these thick, felted socks inside; to me, they're part of the shoe. They are soft, 

comfy and I simply love them. Based on my original 11 year old, several times 
altered, water damaged drawing, I have made a kind of template as a sort of 

guideline. You'll find it at the end of this tutorial. I had to scan it in two operations 
as it was so big, then paste the parts together on my computer, so this adds to the 

imperfection. You should go for the thick, black lines and not pay too much 
attention to the rest. 

Important: Look through all the photos before you start drawing!
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Step 1: Supplies 



A large piece of leather, about 2.5-3mm thick.  

Craft knife or sharp scissors.  
A punch or other tool to make holes in the leather.  

Pen or pencil.  
Ruler.  

A cutting board.

Step 2: Before You Start 

 

By following the description, you should end up with something that looks like this 
(never mind the red dots in the picture - they will be explained later). The uncut 
shoe is my left foot (wrong side out), but the cut, dark one is my right foot shoe 

(right side out).
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Step 3: Draw Your Foot 



You start by purchasing some good leather about 2.5-3 mm thick. Thinner than 

this will be like wearing a thin but stiff plastic cover on your foot. Not good.  
Start with drawing a line around your foot. 

Step 4: Mark the Centre Point 



Then mark the centre point under your forefoot; the part that you use to kick off 

when you walk. Using a ruler, draw a horizontal line through this as shown.
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Step 5: New Line 



Draw another line under this one. Using my foot as a measure, this will be 

approximately 2.5cm below the first line. Yours might be different, but take a look 
at where the line is placed on the foot; just below the big knuckle on the inside of 

your foot. The top line is just above it. 

Step 6: 'toe Allowance' 



Draw a line about 1cm outside the foot line, around the toe area. Omit the bumps 
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Step 7: Mark the Fan 



Mark several points about 55mm outside of this again. Draw a line connecting the 

dots.

Step 8: Draw Heel Cap 



Draw the heel cap, about 20mm wide and 40mm long. Mark three lines (the dotted 
red lines) - these points mark the end of the heel part (the bottom line), and also 

between the 'ears' that comes next (the two upper lines). Again, there is little point 
in giving measurements here, but look again at where the lines are placed on the 
foot. And remember it's all approximated.  The shoe can be made with both two or 

three 'ears'. These are made with three. If you're good at measuring with your 
eyes only, this step can be omitted completely. 
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Step 9: Draw the 'ears' 



Here comes the free hand drawing. Sketch up the 'ears' using a soft pencil. I have 
given measures here; again, only guidelines. I have marked the outer most point 

of the ears with red dots. You can see here where the three lines from the 
previous photo are; in between the three ears, and at the end of the heel ear. 

Step 10: Draw Ears, Solid Line 



When you are happy with your drawing, make a more solid line.
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Step 11: Draw the Fan 



The next step can also be omitted, but is helpful as a visual guide: Using a ruler, 

draw a fan from the middle point of your forefoot to the line you made 55mm 
outside your toes. In addition, you will draw lines in the 25mm area below the toe 
area, as shown. This will be the 'fingers' that wraps around your toes. As you can 

see from step 2, there is some space between some of the 'fingers' in the top 
section of the fan. There's no rules to this; the point is just to make them fit nicely 

around your toes. The only thing I would make sure of, is not to cut the fingers 
slimmer than 1cm. But differing somewhat from each other in size is not a 

problem.

Step 12: Cut 



Start cutting.
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Step 13: Cut the 'fingers' 



And here's why drawing the fan can be omitted; you might just decide to ignore 
the lines while cutting. But they're good as a visual aid. Cut the 'fingers' up until 

the 1 cm line, as shown by the red dot at the tip of the knife. 

Step 14: Punch Holes 



Cut the fingers so that they seem functional, with a little space between some of 
them. You might wish to round off the tip of the fingers just a little by cutting the 

corners, but this is optional.  
In this picture, I have tanned the leather, rubbed it with beeswax, and punched 

holes in each finger, ear and along the heel cap(s).
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Step 15: String the Heel Cap, 1 



As you see, there are five holes in the side flaps, and four on each side of the 

middle piece.  
Pull your leather string through the two bottom holes in the middle section, as 
shown, so that the string have equal lengths on both sides of the cap. I cut my 

own leather strings, but you can buy pre cut strings for this. 

Step 16: String Heel Cap, 2 



Then, from the inside, pull the string through hole number one in one of the side 

flaps. Next, twist it to the inside and pull it back through hole no. two in the middle 
section, as shown in the next picture. 

Step 17: String Heel Cap, 3 



Push the string through hole no. 3 in the middle section, and at the same time, 

through hole no. 2 in the side flap (see next). 
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Step 18: String Heel Cap, 4 



Then 'sew' back through side flap hole no. 3 and middle section hole no. 4; pull 

tight and it will look like the next picture. 

Step 19: String Heel Cap, 5 



Repeat on the other side and cross the strings (see next). 

Step 20: String Heel Cap, 6 



Cross again on the inside of the cap, and pull through the last two holes.
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Step 21: Inside View & Finishing Knot 

 

Tie a knot, and you're done. 

Step 22: Stringing the Fan 



Draw a leather string through the holes as shown here and in picture #1, and try 

the shoes on. The worst mistake you can make is cutting the length too short (too 
long is not a problem; just cut the heel to fit) or make the fan fingers too short so it 

won't wrap around your toes. If this is the case, give them to someone with a 
smaller foot and try again.
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